Dear Colleagues – The purpose of this Info Blast is to inform you about the types of information our office puts together
and to provide a brief summary of different projects we work on along with the findings. This time we want to highlight
an analysis from the Brown & Gold and our enrollment summaries.
Brown & Gold Graduation Rate Analysis
This analysis shows UW graduation rates for all
students entering in the fall term who enter UW
as full-time, first-time degree-seeking
undergraduate students. The analysis is a
stacked bar/line graph to represent the fouryear, five-year, and six-year graduation rates, as
well as the number of entering students. In the
example, for the cohort entering fall 2012, 27.1%
graduate within four years (the gold section of
the bar), 23.1% graduate within five years (the
brown section), and 6.5% graduate within six
years (the bronze section of the bar), for a total
six-year graduation rate of 56.7%. UW’s strategic planning goal is to meet a four-year graduation rate of 33% and a sixyear graduation rate of 60% by the year 2022.
A few other notes about this analysis, when you choose a college, the graduation rate represents the college at the time
of the student’s first enrollment into UW, however, the graduation rate is based on graduation from any UW college. A
question we often get is why the data is so old. If a student enters in 2012, six years from entry means we must wait
until summer 2018 to measure the rate. New data will be available in October after summer degrees are posted.
Enrollment Summaries
Every semester OIA puts together enrollment summaries that show basic stats about UW. Here is some of the
information available at http://www.uwyo.edu/oia/student-data/enrollment-summaries/index.html:
Student level
Full/Part-time
Residency
Full/Part-time by residency
First-time students
Average age
Transfer students
Age Distribution
Degree-seeking students
Class by gender & full/part-time
Gender
College by level & gender
Ethnicity by gender & level
Laramie Campus, UW-Casper, & Distance headcounts
We have the reports posted from Fall 1997 forward. Beyond having information available to the public, our office uses
the summaries to check that we report consistent, verifiable information for every new report we produce. Hope you
find them as useful as we do.

